
REsurety is a mission-driven organization 
dedicated to accelerating the world’s 

transition to a zero-carbon future.

We provide software and services to support both the 
financial and sustainability goals of clean energy buyers, 
sellers, and investors. Our software offers data-driven 
insights at various stages of the project lifecycle from 
initial exploration to portfolio management. Our services 
leverage our domain expertise and deliver solutions 
tailored to the unique needs of our customers. 

The REsurety team consists of meteorologists, renewable 
energy and power market experts, software engineers 

and more who have collectively built the REsurety 
platform for the full spectrum of clean energy customers. 
Regardless of each customer’s specific priorities, 
REsurety is able to help buyers or their advisors, as well 
as their clean energy suppliers, identify the best projects 
to suit their needs leveraging our platform or a more 
bespoke advisory engagement.

In Project Explorer you can view historical price and 
generation data for any project up to 20 years into the 
past or 20 years into the future. Historical data can even 
be modeled to pre-date a project’s commission date 
to simulate a longer backcast of project performance. 
Forecasted power prices and generation are available 
across a range of power market conditions and weather 
scenarios to get a realistic range of possible future 
outcomes.

Project Explorer

Carbon Explorer offers the ability to view and analyze 
historical and forecasted LME data for operational wind 
and solar projects in ERCOT, PJM, CAISO, MISO, SPP, 
NYISO, and ISONE. You can quickly access high-quality 
carbon emissions data paired with generation at the 
monthly and hourly level.

Carbon Explorer

The REsurety Platform
The REsurety platform is an integrated suite of clean energy software solutions that addresses the specific 
needs of our clean energy customers: buyers, sellers, and investors. The platform is built on the input and 

feedback of those stakeholders and offers end-to-end workflow support. The platform includes Project and 
Carbon Explorer, Project Evaluator, and Portfolio Tracker.



Learn more at resurety.com or contact us at info@resurety.com or 617.674.0805.

Advisory Services
Our advisory services are unique to each customer and include:

Asset value, forecasting and 
risk assessment.

Portfolio optimization and 
hedging strategy.

Contract performance 
auditing.

Calculation

Calculation of settlement 
payments, including separation of 
operational and weather-driven 

gains and losses.

Valuation & Reporting

Automated, dynamic forward 
valuation of contracts for 

accounting and compliance 
purposes. Reporting of creation and 
continuation data for compliance.

Risk Management
Transaction Services

REsurety provides settlement calculation, valuation and compliance reporting, and origination services including:

DISCLAIMER: This marketing content contains information related to REsurety, Inc. and the commodity interest derivatives services and other services that REsurety, Inc. provides. 
Any statements of fact in this material are derived from sources believed to be reliable, but are not guaranteed as to accuracy, nor do they purport to be complete. No responsibility 
is assumed with respect to any such statement, nor with respect to any expression of opinion which may be contained herein. The risk of loss in trading commodity interest 
derivatives contracts can be substantial. Each investor must carefully consider whether this type of investment is appropriate for them or their company. Please be aware that 
past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.

All information, publications, and reports, including this specific material, used and distributed by REsurety shall be construed as a solicitation. REsurety does not distribute 
research reports, employ research analysts, or maintain a research department as defined in CFTC Regulation 1.71.

Project Evaluator is a simulation tool for forecasting and 
backcasting wind and solar project and PPA performance. 
With the tool, users can rank power purchase agreement 
RFP results or submissions based on expected financial 
value and risk, emissions impact, carbon free energy 
metrics, among others. For renewable projects and 
contracts, you can forecast project generation and 
offtake settlements.

Project Evaluator 

With Portfolio Tracker, you can analyze and audit how 
your contracts are performing and what risks they hold; 
evaluate how settlement is expected to occur over 
the coming months and years; and measure project-
specific financial performance and carbon emissions 
performance. Perhaps most importantly, with Portfolio 
Tracker, you can confidently explain financial and 
environmental outcomes to your stakeholders.

Portfolio Tracker

Locational Marginal 
Emissions (LMEs) reports.

Origination 

Hedge origination and structuring 
for clean energy buyers and sellers.
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